Libbio kick-off meeting was held in Iceland 10-11th October 2016, with nineteen attendees from thirteen partners.

On the first day at ICI’s headquarters in Reykjavik:

- All partners introduced themselves, their role in the consortium and expectations for the project.
- BBI JU was introduced, their objectives, work programme and rules for the projects they fund.
- All work package leaders gave an overview of the work ahead.
- Financial and contractual obligations were reviewed.
- Work till next consortium meeting discussed as well as rough plan for meetings and dissemination activity till project end.

On the second day the group visited Icelandic Soil Conservation Service in Gunnarsholt where the General Manager and Head of R&D presented the organisation, it’s objectives and vision. They discussed also their work on very marginal lands, with lupin and other plants, for the last decades. Finally a potential lupin farmer at Thorvaldseyri was visited and he discussed their barley, winter-wheat and rapeseed cropping. He also discussed the accessions selected for their condition, the challenges due to very marginal lands (ash and sand), low temperature and spring frost.

Remotely technical meetings will be held during the wintertime and next consortium meeting in the Netherlands late March or early April.